Abstract / This article tests market-based theories of online journalism on the web editions of printed-page Chinese newspapers. It focuses on differentiation, defined as the extent to which a newspaper gives its online readers internet-specific features with news content. The findings suggest a relationship between print circulation and the technical complexity that a newspaper builds or not into its online news content. They also are consistent with the notion of a global, perhaps capitalist-driven, template for web newspaper journalism. General theoretic rules for web journalism are proposed.
a Chinese press that is fairly new still to capitalism. All of this makes China a promising site for studying a web journalism that conceivably is just emerging.
For this study, nascent market theories of online journalism framed a content analysis of the web editions of Chinese newspapers. The goal was to test the ability of these theories to predict the extent to which newspapers make their web editions unique as online products. This is important because, as Cohen (2002) argues, such work can shed some light on how newspapers respond to the actual or perceived demands of an internet market. That in turn can show something of how web journalism is developing in China.
Chinese Newspapers and the Market
A commercial newspaper is both a journalistic product and a business. As a business, it makes the lion's share of its money by delivering advertisements for goods and services to potential consumers -its readers. Its fee for that service depends on how many readers it reaches. The more readers it reaches, the higher its fee and the greater its income from advertising. Thus, the revenue stream from advertising flows from audience share. This is the market logic by which the Chinese state expects its newspapers to operate. It expects them 'to behave like true market enterprises responsible for their own profits and losses' (Liu, 1998: 32) . That, as Schell (1995) notes, means selling advertisements to replace the income that the newspapers lost when the state stopped subsidizing them. Indeed, to profit from advertising has become a key goal of China's newspaper managers (Guo, 2001) . In capitalist style, the more their newspapers earn, the more they want them to earn (de Burgh, 2003) .
To earn more profit, a newspaper's managers could try to widen the advertising revenue stream of their core, printed-page product by mining more readers out of its current market. They could, for example, adjust its content mix so as to make it more appealing to a wider swath of readers. They also could release a new, mass-appeal product into that market. Both strategies require that they cater to market demands; that they learn what potential consumers want from a newspaper.
For China's newspaper managers, the solution was to adapt to western marketing strategies. They now conduct audience surveys and concern themselves with such marketing concepts as 'audience segmentation, market niche [and] effective audience coverage' (Zhang, 2003: 626) . Their new capitalist ways have prompted them to soften the propagandist edges of their newspapers by doing as the for-profit press in the West does (Chan, 1995 (Chan, , 2003 : give readers 'infotainment'. This is 'soft', entertaining news. It is apolitical news too. That seemingly would make it particularly appealing to readers who not so long ago got little more than dry political propaganda from their newspapers. And mass appeal sets the stage for profit.
Another option for increasing profit is to expand into a new market, such as the internet. US newspapers faced this in the 1990s when the American public began moving into cyberspace. Today, nearly all US daily newspapers publish web companions to their print editions. The chance to attract a new readership -and, in turn, more ad revenue -figured large in their decisions to go online (Foo et al., 1999) .
So too it has been for China's newspapers. By all accounts, they face a lucrative online market. The number of mainland internet users has grown at an average of 47.4 percent per year since 1997, according to data from the China Internet Network Information Center statistical reports (CNNIC, n.d.) . 1 The center's most recent count puts the number of internet users in China at an estimated 94 million (CNNIC, 2005) . Only the US has more ('StatMarket . . . ', 2003) . Moreover, it represents a Chinese internet market whose 'huge potential is rarely disputed' (Du, 1999: 417; see, 'Forecast . . .', 1999) . On average, China's 'netizens' are young, educated and technologically sophisticated (CNNIC, 2005; Du, 1999; He and Zhu, 2002) . They have a clear preference for domestic websites and online news (CNNIC, 2005; 'Online News More Trusted . . .', 2003) .
Still, it is hard to know precisely how many Chinese newspapers are on the web ('China's Online Newspapers', 1999). He and Zhu (2002: 121) In contrast, China had 2137 general-interest and specialty print newspapers in 2002 (World Press Trends, 2004 ). Yet more than half of them likely will not survive their commercialization, according to the Hong Kong business daily The Standard (Zhong, 2003b) .
Market Theories of Online News
Clearly one must be skeptical about the fullness of these web-edition lists. Even so, whether few or many Chinese newspapers are online, it is a fact that web journalism has come to mainland China. The broad question is this: how do print newspapers that are fairly new still to for-profit journalism compete for their share of a fairly new and growing internet audience?
This study approached the question from a market perspective. There were two theoretical routes to take. One comes out of the work of Sylvie (1998, 2001) . It would find newspaper managers making their web editions somehow unique so as to give them a competitive edge in the local market. The other comes out of McManus's (1995) market model of news production, as Massey (2000) applied it to web newspapers. It would find newspaper managers developing their web editions only up to the point that they find profitable.
Chyi and Sylvie argue that a newspaper's web edition faces its most intense competition for audience share in the local, or hometown, market. It competes there against its print sibling, the traditional and online products of other local news media, and the web counterparts of out-of-market news outlets. To succeed, the newspaper's web edition must attract an audience so that it can attract advertisers. To get noticed by readers, it should differentiate itself from its competitors. The best way to do that, Chyi and Sylvie suggest, is to offer 'Internet-related features such as two-way communication, large databases, real-time data transmission, hypertext, and multimedia content' (Chyi and Sylvie, 1998: 12-13) .
However, the extent to which newspaper managers differentiate their web product depends on the extent of organizational resources they devote to the task. They may allocate those resources by the 'least-cost rule' implied in the McManus model. As Massey puts it, 'a commercial news organization intent on maximizing profits likely would seek to produce its ad-delivery vehicle as inexpensively as possible' (Massey, 2000: 229) . It would, in other words, try to spend the least it can to deliver the largest audience it can to advertisers.
From this perspective, a news business will enter an internet market if it sees profit ahead. It is likely to make its entry by the rule, as Massey suggests, with as minimal a web product as it deems profitable. An exception to the rule would be if the business sees a competitive advantage in differentiating its web product; that is, in equipping it with sophisticated internet features. If it does, it likely will spend money and time to do that. If it does not, it will not, by the rule.
Research Hypotheses
A least-cost web edition arguably comes in two versions. At its most basic, it offers readers straight-text stories only. Adding still photographs, information graphics or both to it can make it slightly more sophisticated, content-wise. Either way, the least-cost web edition goes no farther than putting traditional print content online. It is a no-frills electronic replica of a newspaper's print edition. It gives readers none of the technologically involved internet features that conceivably would cost more to provide, in terms of equipment, staff and time.
The financial risk of putting a least-cost product on offer in a new internet market seems small. It is a case of paying a little to potentially earn a lot. That would appeal to any news organization. It perhaps is an especially appealing business option for once state-funded newspapers that now must fend for themselves in the commercial market; that now must mind their profits and losses. This suggests the following hypothesis:
H1: The least-cost web edition is the norm among the Chinese newspapers that have gone online.
Still, as exceptions to the least-cost rule, some newspapers will put more sophisticated web products on offer. And they likely will be the larger printcirculation newspapers. The assumption is that a large print circulation will generate enough advertising sales revenue to give a newspaper business the financial and human resources it would need to develop its web product. It could afford to be less 'least' with its web edition, in other words. The large circulation newspaper is in a better position to differentiate its web product, if it chooses. The key, Chyi and Sylvie argue, is the presence of competition as a motivator to make that choice.
In China, 'competition among [print and broadcast] media outlets, which was unusual if not rare in the former planned economy, has become fierce' (He, 2000a: 599; see, 'Competition Heats Up . . .', 2002) . This, the literature suggests, has led China's newspapers to respond to market demands by differentiating their core print products. It is likely that newspapers compete just as fiercely for online audiences. It is likely that they are just as attentive to the demands of the internet market. But as willing as they all may be to respond, some will lack the profits to do it, in theory. This suggests a second hypothesis:
H2: The larger the circulation of a print newspaper, the greater the technological sophistication of its web edition.
Method
The search for general-interest Chinese newspapers that have gone online began with the Editor and Publisher International Yearbook (2002) . It is the last edition to report data for newspapers in mainland China. 2 Web editions were located for 36 of the 39 Chinese newspapers listed in the yearbook. Six were dropped because they shared websites with other newspapers in the yearbook or are niche-audience publications. Also, web editions were found for two newspapers not listed in the yearbook. Their addition gave the study a sample of 32 web editions.
Most of the sampled web editions publish in Mandarin. Two use English: the China Daily and the international version of the People's Daily. The sample spans 17 of the 26 provinces and municipalities in China. Provincial and municipal print newspapers publish 25 of the web editions. The other seven go with national or international print newspapers.
Admittedly, up-to-date circulation data for China's print newspaper are difficult to find. 3 The Editor and Publisher Yearbook (2002) was the first source the study used. Two other sources -the Europa World Yearbook (2003) and the World Press Trends (2004) -became available later. None of the three fully covered the sample, however. In the four cases where the sources reported different figures, the most recent was preferred. Circulation data were not found for two newspapers: the Harbin Daily and the English edition of the People's Daily.
Two graduate students from mainland China, who were studying at a major US university, served as coders. They coded each of their assigned web editions once in mid-summer 2003. Later, they made four 'status-check' visits to each edition and found no difference compared to the day each was coded. This stability is consistent with Li's (1998) findings for three prestige US web newspapers. Also, this sampling method is consistent with past content analyses of web newspapers. 4 The coders looked at 'current-day items' only. These were daily 'hard news' items published to a web edition on the day it was coded. They included news stories introduced on the front web page and stand-alone photographs displayed there. Excluded were 'old' content items, such as news stories and photographs left online past their initial publication dates.
For each front-page item, the coders counted the number of hyperlinks it offered to three categories of internet features. 'Page-turning' links, or those that merely tie a front-page item to a full-version story on an inside web page, were not counted. However, the coders did follow those page-turning links and then repeated the coding scheme for the full-version stories to which they led.
One internet-feature category was labeled 'multimedia'. It was defined as links to audio and video content and 'photo galleries'. A photo gallery essentially is a collection of photographs through which readers can scroll. Another category was called 'extra content' and it was defined as links to items related to a current story or stand-alone photograph. That included same-day and archived stories; 'special report' web pages; opinion columns; 'fact sheets' that explain or profile a relevant issue, place or person; source documents used by a story's journalist-author; and 'external web sites', or those maintained by organizations reported in or relevant to a current-day item. The third internetfeature category was called 'interactivity'. It was defined as links that allowed for reader participation. It included links that led to opinion polls; forums, or chat rooms; and links that let readers interact with a story's journalist-author by email or let readers email a current-day item itself on to friends and family.
Also, the coders counted the number of traditional print-element items that accompanied each current-day item. These included still photographs and information graphics.
At the end of the data collection phase, the coders coded seven (22 percent) of the sampled web editions for a final check of intercoder reliability. Overall, they agreed 97 percent of the time. Their level of simple agreement on individual variables ranged from a perfect 1.0 to an acceptable 0.83 for links to source documents and to external websites.
Findings
All told, the coders found 420 current-day news items at the web editions of the Chinese newspapers. That ranged from 28 items at the online Sichuan Daily to five at the Xinmin Evening News. The median was 11. The majority of the items (96.7 percent) were news stories, with a story's front web-page introduction and its inside-page full version counted together, as a single unit. Most of the introductions (93 percent) were made by headlines that doubled as pageturning hyperlinks to inside-page full stories. The rest were story summaries that ran for a sentence or two and had page-turning links.
The other 14 items were stand-alone photographs that appeared on front web pages. Each one had a page-turning link to inside-page content. Also, the coders found 111 photos serving as companion illustrations to news items. Nearly 91 percent of the photos accompanied inside-page stories. There were no information graphics.
More than half of all current-day items (55.2 percent) had no links to internet features. Among the rest, the coders found 578 internet-feature links. Most of the links (94.5 percent) went with inside-page stories. The coders found no links to audio, opinion content or online polls. They found no links for interacting with a story's journalist-author by email.
Least-Cost Model
H1 predicted that the least-cost web edition would be the norm among Chinese newspapers. This was tested by calculating two scores for each web edition in the sample. The 'internet-feature score' represents the average number of multimedia, extra-content and interaction links per current-day item. 5 That includes stand-alone photographs, and the front and inside web-page versions of news stories. The 'traditional content score' shows the average number of companion photos that accompanied only news-story items.
These data generally support H1. As Table 1 shows, slightly more than one-third of the web editions cleanly fit the least-cost model. The Hunan Daily and Xinmin Evening News published the most basic version of it. They gave their online readers no more than text reports of the day's news. Nine other newspapers enhanced their least-cost websites by putting photographs with news-text items. But most of them did that so sporadically that, as a practical matter, they did not go that far beyond the basic model.
The majority of the newspapers (N = 21) differentiated their web editions by putting some internet features with news items, as Table 1 shows. This admittedly goes against H1, strictly speaking. But six of them used the features so occasionally that in a practical sense, they barely left the least-cost path. Their internet-feature scores ran no higher than 0.27, which translates to about one-third of a feature link per item, on average. The other 15 newspapers performed more convincingly on the internet-feature measure, averaging from just under one to nearly eight links per item. Considering them alone, almost half of the sample (46.9 percent) had technologically sophisticated web editions. They were the minority, but barely.
However, the aggregate internet-feature score does not give a full picture: the use of internet features was not as widespread as it makes it appear. The online People's Daily, for example, accounted for more than half of the 578 Internet-feature links. Its Mandarin edition had 37 percent of them and its English edition about 15 percent. The Masses Daily followed at a distance, with 8 percent of the links. Seven other web editions held from nearly 6 percent to just over 3 percent of the links. Eleven others had slightly more than 1 percent or less.
Also, about three-fifths of the 21 web editions that showed some technological sophistication either used a single internet feature or drew from a single category of features. The Masses Daily, Sichuan Daily and Mandarin People's Daily alone drew from each of the three categories of features defined for this study.
The rarest internet feature was the multimedia link. The Harbin Daily alone offered video, attaching a video link to nine of its front-page story introductions. The coders also found 25 photo-gallery links spread among 12 of the 21 web editions. For extra-content links, seven editions held all of them. The related-story link was the most frequently occurring extra-content feature. But four web editions had all 149 of them. The external website link was the least frequent in this category. The coders found 12 of them, all at the Mandarin People's Daily. Interaction-feature links accompanied news items at 14 web editions. The online-forum link was the most common. There were 241 and one-third of them were at the Mandarin and English People's Daily. b Average number of photographs accompanying each current-day news item.
Differentiation
H2 predicted that the technical complexity of a newspaper's daily online news content will increase with the size of its print circulation. In this test, circulation was a proxy for the level of organizational resources that a newspaper has for differentiating its web edition. Differentiation was measured by the internetfeature score. Spearman's rho, a rank-order correlation, was the test statistic. Circulation and differentiation were strongly correlated (rs = .434, p = .008, one-tail), in support of H2. As predicted, the newspapers with the larger print circulations also tended to have the higher internet-feature scores. This is illustrated by the People's Daily. In print, its Mandarin edition had the second largest daily circulation of the newspapers in the sample, at nearly 1.8 million. Online, its Mandarin web edition was the most differentiated. Still, the Guizhou Daily was among the smallest in circulation, at 300,000. But its web edition was the third most differentiated. At the other end, the Xinmin Evening News had the fourth largest circulation, at 1.1 million, but one of the most bare-bones web editions.
However, there was a concern that the People's Daily skewed the analysis. It is the official organ of the Chinese Communist Party and it is possible that the CCP supplies it with the resources it needs to make its website a showcase example. If so, its consistent use of internet features with online news content could be more a factor of its political prominence than of the commercial market. And if so, its inclusion in the analysis could have propped up the relationship between circulation and the internet feature score.
To check for this, the People's Daily was removed from the data set and the analysis rerun. The result was a slightly weakened yet still significant coefficient (rs = .376, p < .02, one-tail). Thus, the initial finding stands.
Discussion
This study asked what web journalism looks like when newspapers still fairly new to capitalism do it in an emerging online market. It found that it looks much like the web journalism done by newspapers elsewhere in the world. Multimedia content was rare or not used at the web editions of the 32 Chinese newspapers. Most of the extra-content and interaction features coded for in this study were rare too. A few web editions stood out as showcase examples; they clearly made the most use of internet features.
The same has been found for online newspapers in other Asian countries (Massey, 2000; Massey and Levy, 1999) and in the US (e.g. Kamerer and Bressers, 1998; Randazzo and Greer, 2003; Schultz, 1999; Tankard and Ban, 1998; Zaharopoulos, 2003) . Moreover, He and Zhu (2002) also found few internet features at the Chinese web newspapers they studied, although they did not specifically say how few.
The findings also show that for the most part, print circulation worked as a distinguishing variable. The web editions with more internet features than the rest tended to belong to the newspapers with larger circulations than the rest. This, too, is consistent with studies of web newspapers elsewhere in Asia (Massey, 2000) and in the US (Greer and Mensing, 2004; Randle et al., 2003; Schultz, 1999; Tankard and Ban, 1998; Weiss, 2004) , although few of them tested theory.
All of this suggests a common, global template for the practice of web journalism in capitalist markets. It arguably operates by two general rules. First, a for-profit print newspaper will prefer the least-cost model for its web product. It is friendly to the bottom line; a fairly cheap way to test an internet market and later, to mine profit from it. Second, if a newspaper chooses, for whatever reason, to differentiate its web product, it will do as much of that as its resources let it. The richer the newspaper -the larger its print circulation -the more differentiation it will give its website.
Recent work by Greer and Mensing (2004) suggests a third general rule. It is this: web journalism evolves within a newspaper industry from the top down, along the line of print circulation. Greer and Mensing found that in the US, newspapers with large circulations mostly were the first to add internet features to content at their websites. Medium-sized newspapers caught up in a few years' time. Smaller ones have yet to, for the most part. One could predict the same for China's web newspapers, assuming there is a global template for web journalism. Chinese web newspapers that in this study lacked technical flair are likely in time to get it, in other words. Future research should consider this.
Still, the market theories this study tested fell short of fully accounting for why the Chinese newspapers did as they did with internet features. For one, it was assumed that the newspapers competed in local markets. But the internet is a global market, where local news media presumably also compete for nonlocal audiences. Sylvie (1998, 2001) argue it is text-only local news that attracts long-distance readers to a local newspaper's website. They go online to get news they cannot get in print. Conversely, local readers go online for more -namely, internet features -because they already get the local news in print.
Market geography, therefore, could play a large role in how much a newspaper differentiates its website. Future research of web newspapers in China should consider matching their use of internet features with the market -local or distant -that their managers intend for them to compete in. It also should consider the notion of 'implied audience'. Boczkowski (2004) argues that journalists build into their web newspapers only as much complexity as they think their audiences can handle. If they see their audience as being technologically savvy, they will make sophisticated sites. If not, they will give them sparse sites of mostly text-only content. This could be how the sampled Chinese web newspapers worked.
There are two other possibilities this study did not explore. First, whether a Chinese web newspaper puts internet features with news content and how much it does of that may depend to some extent on the economy of its homebase province or municipality. Second, perhaps a newspaper's use of the features is related to political variables. The performance of the People's Daily in this study could make a case for that. Both are deserving of future research. . 4. The constructed-week and other print-content sampling schemes cannot be easily applied to web newspapers. Indeed, the trend among studies that look at the whole web newspaper site has been to either sample a handful of sites over several days, or several dozen sites over a few days or even one day. The reason is that web news is as fleeting as television and radio news. Today's web newspaper edition will disappear when the next day's replaces it. Downloading an entire edition for coding later has its own problems. One solution is to code web newspaper editions 'live', while they are still online. But the time that takes limits the number of variables that can be coded and the number of sites sampled. 5. It was calculated by dividing the total number of internet-feature links found with all currentday items at a web edition by the total number of current-day items. For example, a total of 20 feature links spread over a total of 20 current-day items yields a score of 1. That means each item had one internet-feature link on average.
